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SIP - Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol [Alan B Johnston] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. Now in its fourth edition, the ground-breaking Artech House bestseller SIP: Understanding the
Session Initiation Protocol offers you the most comprehensive and current understanding of this revolutionary protocol
for call signaling and IP Telephony.

Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol" gives you a thorough and up-to-date understanding of this
revolutionary protocol for call signalling and IP telephony. The second edition includes brand new discussions
on the use of SIP for wireless multimedia communications. It explains how SIP is powerful "rendezvous"
protocol that leverages mobility and presence to allow users to communicate using different devices, modes
and services anywhere they are connected to the Internet. You learn why SIP has been chosen by the 3GPP
3rd Generation Partnership Program for wireless cell phones as the core signalling, presence and instant
messaging protocol. Well, I could spend an entire review about how miserable it is to trudge through typical
RFC documentation. Online hyperlinked documentation is indeed in some respects a miracle of our modern
cyber information age. In many respects I maintain that the traditional book remains solidly the highest
technological invention that mankind has yet conceived - especially now that I can compare book form
information vs. I was making slow and painful progress yet once I had this book in hand, I could quickly whip
around in it and cross reference the material presented in it by flipping pages, look for things via by scanning
the table of contents, or dereferencing the index. Finally I started to rapidly accelerate my endeavor. Besides
the mechanics of accessing the relevant information, this book was also solidly presented by the author. He
indeed has a authoritative command of the subject matter. Many of the scenarios he presents of how SIP is
deployed and used were directly relevant to my particular project. Nice visual diagrams of this manner are not
to be found in the bland RFC material. I came to amazon. Several of them gave the book a low rating. I sensed
that what these people were after was a more digestible higher level presentation of the subject matter. So if
one is a software developer and needs to learn the technical ins and outs of SIP then this books is definitely the
one to get. It beats using the RFCs by themselves by many leagues. It gives a complete description of the
protocol to the point where you can actually implement the protocol. This is reference book to keep as
opposed to some computer books that you can trash after a few years because they are no longer relevant. This
book will teach you enough about the SIP protocol so you will know how to position the protocol in your
architecture, and start implementing! Enough information is provided to solve or diagnose most common SIP
problems. I found an answer for all my questions. Best available primer on the subject By P. The second
edition of "SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol," delivers on the title. Engineers and
programmers can look to the text as a good starting point, but will want to go the IETF for more serious stuff.
I evaluated all the other titles available from Amazon. This particular edition is in a Hardcover format. It was
published by Artech House and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click
Here.
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Originally from Australia, Alan B. Johnston grew up in the United States surrounded by technology. Always going to
become an engineer, he experimented with amateur radio, coding and creative writing from an early age, and traveled
the world with his family.

Experienced researcher, engineer, patent holder 14 granted , standards writer 12 RFCs published , and book
author 4 books on a variety of topics related to software and electrical engineering. Frequently invited speaker
and presenter worldwide. Consulting work on secure communication open source products and services for
multiple clients worldwide. Advising a team of students for Senior Design Project on consumer last mile
broadband Gigabit wireless access. Adjunct Professor in Information Technology and Management. Remotely
teaching a course in Web Real-Time Communications. Louis, MO - Distinguished Engineer in Systems
Engineering organization - highest technical level in company. Previously held position of Senior Manager
Testing and Certification. Ran a corporate test lab for voice, data, and transmission systems. Brooks Fiber
Communications, Inc. Responsible for engineering and certification of Class 5 switches. Washington
University in St. University of Melbourne, Australia. Dual citizenship USA and Australia. The third edition
was published in Alan has given numerous WebRTC tutorials and training sessions in multiple countries and
for multiple clients. He was written three books on SIP, including the first book published in Security Alan
has extensive experience in the security of real-time communication systems. Training Alan has extensive
training and teaching experience. He has taught at three universities, undergraduate and graduate courses. He
has written a number of technical books and two novels that teach the basics of Internet and computer security
and privacy.
3: SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol by Alan B. Johnston
Alan B. Johnston holds a B.E.(Hons) in electrical and electronic engineering from the University of Melbourne, Australia
and a Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Lehigh University. Johnston is an advisory engineer at WorldCom and an
adjunct at Washington University.
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The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a new signaling protocol developed to set up, modify, and tear down multimedia
sessions over the Internet [1]. This chapter covers some background for the understanding of the protocol.
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SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol, Fourth Edition by Alan B. Johnston Now in its fourth edition, the
ground-breaking Artech House bestseller SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol offers you the most
comprehensive and current understanding of this revolutionary protocol for call signaling and IP Telephony.
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